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resulted In a decrease of NE synthesis In the hypothalamus. An effect which was probably 

mediated by a factor found in the supernatants of the immunological cells. 

The finding of inhibited NE synthesis in the hypothalamus allowed an integrative mod8' to 

be postulated. Firstly, NE has a known inhibitory influence on hypothalamic neurons (Nlshlno, 

1976). Thus the decrease in NE can explain the increased firing rates seen in the hypothalamus 

during the Immune response. It has also been shown previously that an increase In NE in the 

hypothalamus results in decreased activity of CRF producing neurons (Ganong, 1974), Thus the 

decrease of NE In the hypothalamus during the Immune response possibly mediates the Increase 

In activity In CRF producing neurons, hence providing a link to the glucocorticold-assoclated 

circuit. 

The evidence presented shows the relatedness of endocrine, sympathetic, and neuronal 

changes during an immune response. It Is Important to note that changes In neuroendocrine 

circuits can be Initiated by Immune products such as GIF. This finding suggests that psychosocial 

influences on the IS are not simply unidirectional brain effects mediated by neurotransmitters, 

hormones and sympathetic innervation. More likely these external influences probably affect the 

·set points· of constantly operating homeostatic lmmunoregulatory neuroendocrine circuits.

Besedovsky and his colleagues believe that by disturbing these • set points • the results may tip 

the balance towards lmmunopotentiation or immunosuppression. They also believe that other 

operating neuroendocrine circuits have yet to be discovered. 

The role of the GABA system within neuroendocrine circuits has been established, yet Its' 

function as an immunomodulatlng agent has not. Most likely, the GABA system has an 

lmmunopotentlatlng effect, since reduction of GABA functioning as a result of seizure activity 

appears to result In temporary suppression of the Immune response. This point will be discussed 

further, however I shall first discuss the role of neurotransmitters In neuroendocrlne circuits and 

lmmunoregulation. 
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